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components in 1 step. Finally, the class demonstrates how to create both a dynamic simulation and an
animation from relationships.
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Introduction
Increasing productivity is always a concern and Inventor users are always looking to save time. Autodesk
Inventor 2014 offers a new method to simplify the assembly process for new and long-time users to be
able to work faster and more efficient. Now, users can take advantage of the new Joint command to
easily define the connection type, the position of components as well as the motion in one single step.
Focus on how your product behaves in real life and do not spend time thinking about how to remove
degrees of freedom.
In addition, once your assembly is done, you can get simulation results such as velocities, accelerations
and forces in a matter of minutes. You will see how the standard assembly automatically becomes a
dynamic simulation. By adding some extra and optional features, the entire simulation is complete.
Finally, this class and document will show how easy it is to create a rendered animation from either the
standard assembly or the simulation results, with just a few picks and clicks. Do not start from scratch!
Take advantage of your existing relationships and simulation results to display your model more
realistically. It is all about saving time!

Top new features in the assembly process in Autodesk® Inventor® 2014
Now, with Autodesk Inventor 2014, creating a new assembly is entirely a new experience. Let’s start with
some of the most important enhancements and new tools that enable users to become more efficient and
productive in the assembly environment.

Grounded Options
Grounded or ungrounded initial component
When users start a new assembly, the first step is usually to bring a component into the assembly area
using Place Component command. By default, the first component was grounded in previous releases
without having any option to tweak it. Now, users have the flexibility to keep it grounded by default or
ungrounded by turning this option off. By default Autodesk Inventor 2014 has this option off. If you want to
turn it on, simply select the Tools tab on the Ribbon, open the Applications Options dialog box and under
the Assembly tab, you will find the check box (please see the image below).
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Figure 1 – Place and ground first component at origin check box

However, it is recommended to keep it unchecked, because this will speed
up the assembly process. For instance, when working with the bottom-up
design technique, you can bring all the components in one single step (use
place component command, select all the required components by holding
down CTRL or SHIFT key + left click and then press ok). Next, define the
grounded component by using the Ground and Root Component command
(Assemble Tab > Productivity Panel > select the drop-down menu). This tool
is amazing because it grounds the selected component at origin, moves it to
top of the browser and also creates the actual constraints between origin
planes. All is accomplished in one step, that’s incredible!
Likewise, when working with the top-down design technique, this option
should be off as well. Thus, users can take advantage of another grounded
option which will be discussed in the next section.

Figure 2 – Ground and Root component command
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Grounded or ungrounded on the fly
Define the grounded or ungrounded status of assembly components on the fly. After having used Place
Component command, right click and select the Place Grounded at Origin option on the marking menu.

Figure 3 – Place Grounded at Origin

There are different scenarios in which this option allows users to save time, reduce the file size, improve
system performance and avoid memory consumption issues. In this document, two examples will be
illustrated.
In the skeletal modeling method, as the design components that make up the top level assembly use the
same origin point and are created based on the same file (skeleton or master file), all of them might be
grounded without the need of creating numerous relationships. In two steps, you can get your design
components in the right location. First, bring all the components in one step as previously mentioned.
Next, right click and select Place Grounded at Origin on the marking menu. The result will be your top
level assembly without having created any single constraint. This method is very useful with Sheet Metal
components as they cannot take advantage of the Multi-Body technique. This means that the Sheet Metal
environment does not have the option to create new solid bodies, so it does not have the Make
Components command either.
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Figure 4 – Using the new Place Grounded at Origin option when working with Skeletal Modeling method

The second example is about factory layouts. When working with a complete factory layout with so many
components using Autodesk Factory Design Suite, you should divide it into logical sections or sub-layouts
and reference each section back into the top level factory design. By doing so, you increase computer
efficiency, it helps reuse data and also allows collaboration. Every section will become a subassembly
that will be a component of the overall design. In this document, the way to create these subassemblies
will not be described. However, the procedure to create the top level assembly which is exactly the same
as the previous example will be displayed in the following image.

Figure 5 – Using the new Place Grounded at Origin option when placing the Sub-Layouts into the Final Factory Layout.

Before, users needed to use the Ground and Root Component command for all subassemblies or set the
all occurrences location in the iProperties dialog box to 0 for the x, y and z values.

Grounded component display
The grounded icon is displayed in the graphics window when you placed the cursor over grounded
components which enables you to identify their status immediately.
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Rotating Components
Get the best orientation while placing components. The menu provides three new options to rotate
components in 90-degree increments around the X, Y, or Z axis, before you place them in the assembly.
In doing so, you avoid rotating them manually afterwards.

Figure 6 – 90-degree increments about the X, Y or Z axis.

It is a helpful option that facilitates the object selection when creating relationships.

Managing and troubleshooting relationships
The newest release, Autodesk Inventor 2014 offers a new method to manage relationships and diagnose
warnings due to inconsistencies. Next we will understand how to make the most of these new diagnostic
tools that will show the relationship mini icon to manage them.
Note: Autodesk Inventor 2014 uses the term ‘Relationship’ to cover assembly constraints and assembly
joints. Furthermore, the current assembly browser has a folder named Relationships under the assembly
name where you can see both of them in one place. Joints will be explained later in another section.
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Tool and Description

Image/Icon

Free Move
Track and keep the components’ connection
when analyzing the assembly relationships. It
also helps resolve relationship issues by working
directly on the 3D model.
This new command displays relationships with
an elastic band and tiny icons. This method is
useful in managing the assembly relationships
and finding warnings from the 3D model without
using the browser at all. You can delete,
suppress, edit as well as modify relationships
and offset values through the mini icons.

Relationship Display commands
The following three commands allow you to
display the relationship mini icons to manage
them.
Show command displays the created
relationships on selected components
Hide All command hides all the displayed
relationship icons on the model.
Show Sick command warns the user by
displaying the conflicting relationships and the
warning icon. It allows to find and solve issues in
your assembly easily. This button will only be
available when having a conflict with existing
relationships.

Visual options for Angular Constraints
Now, users will not hesitate to apply angular constraints. There is a new visual enhancement in which you
can clearly see the direction vector and the angle on the 3D model while creating the angular constraint.
Furthermore, the model preview updates when the angle value changes.
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Figure 7 – Angle value and direction vector display while creating the Angular constraint.

Right hand rule is not a concern anymore. Inventor has always used right hand rule to create angular
constraints. Older Inventor releases only had two possible solutions to create this kind of constraint where
the Z vector is implied. The newer releases have a third solution where Z vector is explicitly defined with a
third pick. This solution should avoid any confusion since the user has total control over the angle
direction. In addition, this third solution reduces the tendency of angle constraint to switch to an alternate
solution during an animation, a constraint drag or drive.
However, although the third solution is the default one as well as the clearest and the most reliable
alternative, users unfamiliar with the right hand rule may have doubts. Therefore, this new visual
enhancement will provide better understanding and also more confidence before accepting the new
position.

Creation of relationships using the new Joint tool
Changing the way of thinking with the new Joint command
Autodesk Inventor 2014 offers three assembly tools that allow you to get the desired model. Either of
them will create relationships that determine component placement and allowable movement. However,
Constrain and Assemble commands, are intended to correctly position components by eliminating
degrees of freedom (DOF) using constraints. Therefore, they are more intended for fully constrained
assemblies rather than mechanisms or assemblies with movable components, whereas the new method
is designed for both kind of models. Even better, the new Joint command introduces a simple process for
describing the connection type, motion as well as fully defining the components location in one step. From
movable to rigid components, this one step-method allows you to quickly assemble individual parts and
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subassemblies. With this new method, you will not waste your time thinking about how to remove DOF.
You will be able to focus on your product’s behavior. By changing the user’s way of thinking, you will
become more productive.
The benefits of the new assembly process with Joints compared to constraints are the following:
•
•
•

Clearer - Explicitly define motion.
Easier - Easy method for beginners.
Quicker - Fewer clicks to get the same results (e.g. by using Joint command you can remove all
DOF in one step whereas by using constraints, you need to create two or more constraints).

Joint command enables users to select end, mid and center points to connect two components, and faces
or edges are used to align the two connected components.

Figure 8 – Selection of mid points to connect two components.
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Figure 9 – Selection of two edges to align the same two components.

Therefore, this one step-method comprises two different selections: one to connect components and the
other one to align them. However, alignment is an optional selection. Sometimes it is enough with the two
selections under the connect area.
In addition, when starting the Joint command, the default type is Automatic which means that Inventor will
determine the suitable connection type based on the first two selections. However, you can manually
change the detected connection type if needed.

Figure 10 – Automatic is the default connection type when using the Joint tool.
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Types of Joints

The following chart describes the joint types, the specified DOF, how they perform, and also illustrates
real examples where they can be applied.
Icon

Joint Type
Rigid

Rotational

Slider

Cylindrical

Planar

Ball

Performance

Real-Life Examples

Remove all the six degrees of freedom (3 linear
translation DOF and 3 angular rotation DOF) in
one step. It is a fully constrained component
(there is no motion).

Welded, glued, bonded
or bolted components.

Specify or keep one rotational degree of freedom.

Hinges, rotational
levers, bearing rotating
on a shaft and some
robot arms.

Specify or keep one linear translation degree of
freedom.

Hydraulic cylinders,
drawers and sliding
doors.

Specify or keep one linear translation and one
rotational degrees of freedom.

Periscope (it can be
raised and lowered,
and also rotated.)

Specify or keep two linear translation DOF on the
plane directions and one rotational DOF around
the normal or out-of-the plane axis. This joint type
only places a component on a planar face where
it can slide or rotate on the plane.

A rotary sander being
operated on a flat
panel

The component keeps the three rotational
degrees of freedom.

Ball-and-socket joint.
Most of the shower
heads have a ball joint.
Some LCD/monitor
mounts.

Locking and protecting assembly joints
As described before, joints are more intended for assemblies with motion. Consequently, this new method
also has two controls that only work with assembly joints (they are not available for constraints). Except
for the Rigid joint, any assembly joint has the options Lock and Protect. They can be enabled in the
assembly browser (expand the Relationships folder > right click on a joint > select the option in the
context menu). These two options are available for any joint with one or more DOF.
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Figure 11 – Lock and Protect controls for Joints.

When Lock is active, the remaining DOF are temporarily eliminated but the component can change its
location when related components move. Unlike the grounded option, lock does not fix the component
position in space.

Figure 12 – A locked joint.
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When Protect is active, user will be warned if added relationships violate the required motion. For
instance, if you activate the Protect option on a rotational joint, a warning pops up when the rotational
DOF has been removed. This could happen when adding an angular constraint where the rotational joint
will have a fix angle. The message states that there is a conflicting relationship.

Figure 13 – Conflicting relationship dialog box.

This is not an error, it is just a warning that lets you know that the joint will not have the corresponding
DOF. If you accept the new relationship that violates the required motion, you will see the warning icon
right next to the joint icon in the assembly browser. When you deselect Protect or delete the conflicting
relationship, the warning icon will disappear.
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Figure 14 – Conflicting relationship.

Although users have three different tools to create relationships, they can be combined to position
components and describe motion. As mentioned before, both constraints and joints can be used in the
same assembly and are located at the Relationships folder.

Figure 15 – Assembly constraints and assembly joints in the Relationships folder.

Limits
Define the start, current and end position while creating assembly joints. Based on the joint type, you can
establish linear translation and/or angular rotation DOF. For instance, the Cylindrical joint lets you define
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both movements, whereas the Slider joint only enables the linear translation DOF. Once you have
created the relationships, you can change the limits by editing the relationships from the browser.
All joint and constraint types support limits except for Rigid joints and the new Symmetry constraint.

Figure 16 – Joint Limits.

Creating dynamic simulations by converting assembly joints
Dynamic Simulation is an Autodesk Inventor Professional environment that provides you with the tools to
build a functional mechanism. It works with mechanical joints to simulate the actual performance of your
design before the product is built. After having created the mechanical joints, dynamic parameters in
joints such as friction, damping and stiffness should be defined to reproduce real-world conditions. In
addition, optional and required inputs like loads, velocities and accelerations should be entered to
complete the simulation. Thus, results are accurate and enable you to make the right decisions.
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Figure 17 – Dynamic Simulation Environment.

Differences between relationships and mechanical joints
Before talking about the tight integration between the assembly and the dynamic simulation
environments, let’s take a look at the differences between the relationships (constraints and assembly
joints) and mechanical joints.
Mechanical Joints define the relationships between components in a mechanism by describing how parts
move or react in relationship to one another. They also determine the types of active and reactive forces
that act on the mechanism to control its movements.
Mechanical joints add degrees of freedom and create motion, whereas assembly constraints eliminate
degrees of freedom in order to define the correct position of components. Therefore, assembly joints are
similar to mechanical joints, given that they are intended to define motion as well.
Assembly relationships only consider geometry, whereas mechanical joints include dynamic parameters
like friction, stiffness and damping. All these variables affect the simulation results.
In the assembly environment, unconstrained and nongrounded parts have six degrees of freedom: three
rotational and three translation. When you create assembly relationships, you remove degrees of
freedom.
In Dynamic Simulation, all parts, by default, have zero degrees of freedom. Even ungrounded parts in the
assembly environment have zero degrees of freedom and are listed under the grounded group. When
you start creating mechanical joints, components become members of mobile groups.
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Creating mechanical joints
Once you have created the assembly joints, they can be automatically converted into mechanical or
standard joints when you activate the Dynamic Simulation environment.
The following chart shows the direct conversion from assembly joints to standard joints in the Dynamic
Simulation environment. In addition, the last column shows the required combination of constraints in
order to get the same mechanical joint.
Assembly Joint
(New in 2014)
Rigid

Mechanical Joint
(Standard Joint in Dynamic Simulation)
Welding

Assembly Constraint
•
•

Combination of three mates
Combination of an insert and a
mate.

Notes:
These two combinations ONLY work with
manual conversion (Convert Constraints
command).
Although Angle and Tangent constraints
remove DOF, Dynamic Simulation does not
allow you to select them in order to get the
Welding joint. For this reason, they are not in
the previous combinations.

Rotational

Revolution

Slider

Prismatic

Cylindrical

Cylindrical

Planar

Planar

Ball

Spherical

-

Point-Line

-

Line-Plane

-

Point-Plane

No Joints/Relationships

Spatial

•
•

Insert (between circular edges)
Mate (between axes or linear
edges) and mate (between
planar faces or work planes)
• Combination of two mates
(between planar faces or work
planes; between axes or linear
edges and between planar
faces or work planes)
• Combination of a mate
(between axes or edges) and
an angle
Mate (between axes or linear
edges)
Mate (between planar faces or
work planes )
Mate (between points or spherical
faces)
Mate (between an axis or a linear
edge and a point or a spherical
face)
Mate (between a work plane or a
planar face and a linear edge or an
axis)
Mate (between a work plane or a
face and a point or a spherical face)
No Constraints/Relationships
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Note: there are few mechanical joints that do not have equivalent assembly joints. However, this is not a
concern, since these three mechanical joints (Point-Line, Line-Plane and Point-Plane) are only used
when dealing with redundancies. Redundant models will be cover in another section of this document.
As you can see, constraints can also be converted into mechanical joints and this has been possible in
previous releases as well. Inventor offers three different ways to create standard joints in the Dynamic
Simulation environment:
•

Automatic conversion: A single setting automatically converts relationships to standard joints.
By default, the first checkbox of the Dynamic Simulation settings dialog box named
“Automatically Convert Constraints to Standard Joints” is checked. Therefore, when you open
the Dynamic Simulation environment, the application automatically executes this conversion.
Although, this setting has the word “Constraints”, it also works with assembly joints. Find the
simulation settings on the Ribbon, Manage panel and click on the Simulation Settings button.

Figure 18 – Automatic conversion by activating the first setting in the Dynamic Simulation settings dialog box.
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After having used this method, this is how your dynamic simulation browser looks like.

Figure 19 – Automatic Conversion

•

Manual conversion of assembly constraints: this flexible method allows you to select the
constraints that you want to convert into standard joints. The advantage of using it is that it
provides different results based on the enabled constraints. Below, the image gives you three
different results based on the selection of the constraints that two components share. The
Convert Constraints command only works with Constraints.

Figure 20 – Manual conversion providing different alternatives.

•

Manual creation of standard joints: Use Insert Joint command and manually create the
standard joint in Dynamic Simulation.
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Figure 21 – Manual Creation of Standard Joints.

The fastest, easiest and most reliable method is automatic conversion. In addition, it converts both
assembly constraints and assembly joints, so you can work with them together in your assembly and
convert them into standard joints at a later point.
As stated before, each individual assembly joint has an equivalent standard joint. Thus, you do not need
to think about suitable combinations of constraints to get the appropriate standard joint.

Other direct conversions from assembly joints to standard joints
Locked Joints become Locked DOF
Locked assembly joints become Locked DOF. This means that all motion has been temporarily removed.
In Dynamic Simulation, the Lock dofs option in the context menu locks all the degrees of freedom related
to that standard joint. This automatic detection will turn this option on.
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Figure 22 – Locked Joints become Locked DOF.

However, in Dynamic Simulation, the user can manually edit this Locked option in each DOF, specifically
when having more than one DOF. Below, the image illustrates how the Lock dofs is off on the Cylindrical
joint. The user has manually unchecked the linear translation DOF (dof 2 (T)) and has left the angular
rotation DOF (dof 1 (R)) checked on. This change can only be done manually in the joint Properties dialog
box.

Figure 23 – Only one DOF has been manually locked.

Limits become Bounds
Defined limits on any relationships will become bounds on the mechanical joints. In Dynamic Simulation,
bounds set the minimum and/or maximum values for degrees of freedom.
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Figure 24 – Slider limits become Prismatic bounds

Figure 25 – Cylindrical limits become cylindrical bounds
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Redundancy
When opening the Dynamic Simulation environment and automatically converting relationships to
mechanical joints, the following warning dialog box might pop up.

Figure 26 – Warning dialog box when a model is over-constrained

In Dynamic Simulation, redundancy occurs when a combination of constraints eliminate more degrees of
freedom than the object contains. Closed kinematic loops can be easily over-constrained because the
same degree of freedom for a given component may be restricted by more than one joint. For instance, a
four-bar linkage with four revolution joints results in redundancy. Although, you can run a simulation with
a redundant model and also display the right results regarding velocities and accelerations, the reaction
forces may be incorrect. The reason for this is that multiple joints support the same load direction.
Therefore, redundancies should be fixed to avoid any ambiguity in the simulation results.
Redundancies might be present when creating joints with any of the three methods (manual creation,
manual conversion and automatic conversion). Once it has been identified, you should avoid it in your
design. A redundant model can be manually or automatically repaired. However, the application will
typically provide a solution to resolve the redundancy. Through the Mechanism Status command,
Autodesk Inventor gives some advice by displaying the degrees of redundancy and a suitable solution.

Creating an animation by taking advantage of the relationships
There are multiple alternatives and methods to create animations from existing relationships. From a
simple and quick animation to a more complex and realistic animation. Next some of them will be
described.

Drive Constraint
Animate a single relationship (assembly constraint or assembly joint) by driving a constraint from a start to
an end position or the other way around. This is the simplest method and is also very intuitive, but it only
allows you to do it on a single relationship.
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Figure 27 – Drive Constraint.

Realistic Animations from Dynamic Simulation Results
As noted above, dynamic simulations can be quickly created from existing relationships. Now, you will
see how you can take advantage of the dynamic simulation results to display them in a more realistic
way. You will learn how easy and quick the procedure is. It only takes few steps and you are done!
1. Run the simulation at least once, otherwise a warning pops up.

Figure 28 – Warning dialog box when the simulation has not been run once.

Note: Autodesk Inventor also recommends to use at least 15 time steps per second for optimal
results.
2. Press the Publish Studio button (Dynamic Simulation tab > Animate panel > Publish Studio).

Figure 29 – Creating a more realistic animation of the simulation results.
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3. In the Inventor Studio browser, an animation named Dynamic Simulation and a user parameter
named Simulation_Timeline have been created. In addition, this parameter has already been
selected as a favorite parameter.

Figure 30 – An animation and a favorite parameter are automatically created.

4. Animate the favorite parameter (right click on the favorite parameter listed in the browser and
select Animate Parameters, or click on the Parameter button located at the Animate panel).

Figure 31 – An animation and a favorite parameter are automatically created.

5. Set the parameter Action End value. For example, let’s suppose you use 100 images/frames per
second in your 1 second dynamic simulation and you want to animate this parameter for 5
seconds. Thus, 100 ul means that Inventor Studio will display the 100 frames of the 1 second
simulation for 5 seconds in the realistic animation.
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Figure 32 – Entering the parameter Action End value and sequence duration.

6. Set the animation length and play the animation.

Animating using Favorite Parameters
You can also manually create a custom parameter, select it as a favorite and animate it without having to
create a dynamic simulation first. There are some products that only require a realistic animation that is
more intended for marketing purposes. While Dynamic Simulation is an engineering tool, Inventor Studio
is more a presentation and marketing tool that enables users to render realistic images and animations by
applying textures, lights, backgrounds and cameras.
The procedure is very similar to the previous method, but requires the manual creation of the custom
parameter and select it as favorite. In this case, this method works directly with the relationships. Then,
create a relation between the relationship parameters and the user parameter created recently. Next, you
will see step-by step instructions how to do it.
1. Create a custom parameter, name it and change the units if needed.
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Figure 33 – Entering the parameter Action End value and sequence duration.

2. Change the relationship value and enter the new parameter.
3. Animate this parameter.

Resources
•
•
•

Autodesk Inventor 2014 Help

http://help.autodesk.com/view/INVNTOR/2014/ENU/?contextId=HELP_SYSTEM
What's New in Autodesk Inventor 2014 – PDF file.
Autodesk Inventor Professional 2010 Simulation - Autodesk Official Training Guide
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